Public Art and Urban Change in Douala
SUD-Salon Urbain de Douala outside Cameroon
SUD-Salon Urbain de Douala does what many critics claim the leading biennials
and triennials fail to do – make an impact. The world may well find it hard to believe
that Africa can produce anything hugely innovative, contemporary and truly
international but SUD has transformed Douala.
I don’t really know where to start but we can play this like a Gamebook. If you know
what a biennial is, go to 2. If you know what a biennial is and you also know where
Douala is, go directly to 3. If you know what a biennial is but did not think there
were any in Africa, you had better start from 1.
1. The Venice Biennale was founded in 1895 and with it a type of art exhibition that,
by adopting the simple term biennale, immediately declared its intention to be
imposing and enduring. Actually, it matters not if an event is annual, biennial,
triennial, quadrennial, quinquennial or a one-off, the simple reference in the title to
a cyclical nature makes people think it is a biennial. The place-name in the title is
another distinctive feature as, one way or another, it is a declaration of a wish to
promote tourism. In 1993, Thomas McEvilly (Thomas McEvilley, “Arrivederci
Venice: The Third World Biennials” in Artforum International, 01/11/1993) observed
an epidemic of major exhibitions in what he calls the Third World. His text does not
consider the 1966 “Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres” as a biennial despite its
desire for four-year recurrence; nor does it analyse the numerous film events; it is
based on a selection of partial sources and does not indicate continuity between
events launched in the 1970s and those of the 1980s. However, the article is
extremely important because it stirred up a whole host of discussions on biennials
and, most importantly, gave rise to a recurrent style of analysis, that examines
exhibition catalogues on a basis of Western style versus non-Western style,
Modernism versus Post-Modernism and centre versus periphery. I do not know how
many of you have had the privilege of leafing through the catalogues of the
biennale of Dakar, Cairo or indeed the itinerant Bantu one but we must admit the
painstaking care with which Thomas McEvilly conducted his investigation is truly
praiseworthy, analysing grainy pictures and turning the pages of often quite
makeshift publications in pursuit of comparative data. The fact remains that an
exhibition catalogue is not the exhibition and you lose sight of much of the
substance when observing an event from a distance. It does not fully convey the
Egyptian government’s role in the organisation of the Cairo Biennale; you miss the
buzz that accompanied the rapid birth and death of the Johannesburg Biennale;
and you cannot drink toasts in the mild Senegalese spring along with the large
number of artists, curators and critics who come from all over the world to the
Biennale de Dakar. Looking at a map of the world with every biennial marked with
a dot, it is hard to make out the links and people, and it is difficult to realise that the
Biennale de Dakar has had such an impact on the African art scene, much more
than that of Venice.
2. Douala is where SUD-Salon de Douala has been held every three years since
2007. I hope its citizens will forgive me but, quite frankly, Douala is one awful place.
An inhospitable city, it is violent and ugly without having the notoriety of Lagos or

Luanda’s oil. It is one of the greatest Central African ports, the financial capital of
Cameroon and a place of passage where people always seem about to leave,
such is the rush to get away. So harsh is this context that it is extreme and symbolic.
Producing works of art in Douala’s public space involves a striking degree of
complexity which includes – to give you an idea – the management of public and
private land ownership, working with local authorities and police, the importing and
expense of equipment, sourcing materials, training skilled staff, fundraising,
security and the problematical issue of photographing public artworks in a place
that really is not photogenic. This is an impossible environment to conjure up when
strolling through the streets of Münster, to remain on message. The SUD triennial
was created with the aim of bolstering the work started by doual'art in 1991 and to
transform Douala. No local branding but real and pure transformation. And they are
succeeding! In Douala! doual'art has produced artworks in the public space by
working with the city administration, stimulating public debate, involving
communities, launching a triennial and mobilising artists and experts the world
over. If this had been started a few years ago, you would understand and admire
their enthusiasm but it all commenced more than 20 years ago. Their dedication is
the most striking factor as just getting through the day in the heat and humidity of
Douala makes you feel like a hero.
3. The critic and curator Gerardo Mosquera has explained it clearly in several
essays: working in an area and making an impact in the medium-long term is what
biennials find hard to do but what they ought to pursue, to trigger new processes
and fully foster cultural production. Many events attempt this with activities in
squares, schools and with open archives. The SUD case is very different. doual’art
started planning its triennial in 2005, building on long experience already gained in
Douala. It was, indeed, in 2005 that Marilyn Douala Bell and Didier Schaub created
the Ars&Urbis think tank to gather a group of people that would promote the event
and guarantee the required international scope, visibility and continuity. The idea is
that doual’art should continue to do what it does best: support artists and produce
artworks in the public space. The efforts are not all spent during the event but
converge on it; SUD is when what has been produced is presented to the world
and the city is celebrated. The first triennial held in 2007 featured permanent and
transient interventions; the second time around, in 2010, they refined the selection
of the works; and ever larger interventions are planned for 2013. doual’art’s
expertise is growing, SUD is growing and the desire to involve the city as a whole is
growing.
Imagine a visitor map of Paris with the Eiffel Tower, Pantheon, Louvre, ChampsÈlysées inserted as 3D city icons. Adopting a similar technique, doual’art is working
on a 1:1 map of Douala. Research has reconstructed the history of 30 buildings
dating from colonial times and 18 have been given signs by the designer Sandrine
Dole. doual’art commissioned and produced La Nouvelle Liberté, by JosephFrancis Sumégné, considered a monument to the city and observed by several
scholars as a case study on its emblematic impact. It has produced 50 works
(approx. half transient and half permanent) in a dozen districts. One of the most
poetic installations is a screen on the Wouri River by Salifou Lindou, who used
simple metal and plastic to create squares where the fishermen wash on their way
back from work.

The itinerant SUD-Salon Urbain de Douala exhibition provides an opportunity to
meet Douala and experience a visionary and innovative event that is both
instructive and surprising. The exhibition’s first stop is Rotterdam, for the
Architecture Biennale, followed by Dakar for the Biennale de Dakar, Nantes, Ghent
and Milan.
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